Quick Reference Guide School Bus Service

- ISCHITELLA, PINTERMARE, CASTLE VOLTURNO, CANCELLO ED ARNONE
- GAETA, FORMIA, SCAURI, MINTURNO
- LICOLA
- PARETE, LUCIANO, AVERSA
- CUMA, MONTERUSCELLO, POZZUOLI
- GRICIGNANO
- SANT’ANTIMO, AVERSA, SUCCIVO, ORTA DI ATELLA, SANT ARPINO,
- CASAGIOVE, TEVEROLA
- GIUGLIANO, QUARTO, VARCATURO
- CAPODICHINO(REQUIRES APPROVAL /SPACE AVAIL BUS)
- LAGO PATRIA
- CUMA, POZZUOLI
- BAIANO
- ARCO FELICE

If members decide to live outside our current commuting zone we can still provide transportation for their children from the closest stop within the commuting zone.

Some of these areas are right on our commuting zone boundaries (ex.: Pozzuoli, Arco Felice, Quarto and Caserta) and the following we DO NOT service: Monte di Procida, Baia, Bacoli, Nola, Mercogliano and downtown Naples

WE STRONGLY RECOMMEND THAT YOU STOP BY THE STUDENT BUS OFFICE, LOCATED AT THE NAPLES MIDDLE HIGH SCHOOL BUILDING ROOM #128, AFTER ENROLLING THE STUDENT IN SCHOOL.

For any further assistance please do not hesitate to contact us at NaplesSBO@eu.dodea.edu, or at 081-811-7558/7559/7560.